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Hiring a nonfamily executive to help run a family business can bring with it

the benefit of an outsider's objectivity. But some topics can be hard to

broach with those who aren't kin, especially when it comes to hierarchy and

succession.

So we asked The Experts: How do you keep nonfamily, top executivesHow do you keep nonfamily, top executives

of family-owned companies motivated, if they know they will neverof family-owned companies motivated, if they know they will never

run the company?run the company?

This discussion relates to a recent Journal Report article on cash-cash-

strapped entrepreneurs who ask their families for earlystrapped entrepreneurs who ask their families for early

inheritancesinheritances and formed the basis of a discussion on The Experts blog on
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Amsale Aberra: Everyone Needs to Be RecognizedAmsale Aberra: Everyone Needs to Be Recognized

As the owner of a family business, you must take time to recognize and

understand the goals and aspirations of your senior executives.

Not everyone wants to run a company and take on the enormous

responsibilities. But everyone wants to be recognized. You must ensure

that you recognize the contributions and talents of all employees.
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Many people thrive in a small business because they want to feel they can

make a difference at their job. By ensuring that you listen and communicate

that you value their ideas, you can provide them tremendous satisfaction,

often appreciated more than a financial reward.
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Some senior executives may very much want to run their own business.

Such employees can also be very valuable because they are often the most

driven and most productive, so long as you are careful to build a team that

is not overdependent on any such employee. These entrepreneurial

executives can be especially motivated by being in the perfect setting to

learn how to run their own business.

Perhaps most important, to both the owner of a family business and its

senior executives, is the owner learning to share as much of running the

company as possible with executives. It affords owners the satisfaction of

extricating themselves from exhausting details to better develop a

strategic perspective and enables executives to grow and develop a true

sense of ownership.

Amsale Aberra (@AmsaleBridal) is a couture bridal designer and creative

director of The Amsale Group.

James Schrager: You May Not Be the Boss, but You'll Have PowerJames Schrager: You May Not Be the Boss, but You'll Have Power

The motivation for nonfamily executives in a family-owned business comes

from having more responsibility sooner than those in publicly-owned

companies.
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Family-owned businesses have a secret advantage: The owners know your

name. As a result, you'll have far better access, and this has obvious

benefits, since one big hurdle for most new employees is "getting noticed."

Even though you may not run the business, you can have a very powerful

role. Many people underrate the power of working in a family business. The

right one can accelerate a career in surprising ways.

James Schrager is a clinical professor of entrepreneurship and strategic

management at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business.
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Joanne Chang: Help Executives Pursue Their PassionsJoanne Chang: Help Executives Pursue Their Passions

We offer a lot of freedom to our top managers in terms of schedule and

ability to make changes and goals. Once people get to the top, we assume

that their motivation is the same as ours—they want to improve the

company to the very best of their ability every moment they can. We make

sure they know that we value family and personal time as well so that

people have balanced lives. We want our company to improve the life of our

staff both personally and professionally in all ways so they are motivated to

stay with us.
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We are always looking at ways to keep top managers excited about their

jobs; one person might love teaching and another might prefer to focus on

community charity work, and a third might take pride in creating specialty

jams. We take their individual desires and see how we can help them spend

their time pursuing those passions within their job parameters.

Joanne Chang (@jbchang) is the owner of and chef at Flour Bakery + Café

and Myers + Chang in Boston.
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John Jordan: Create a Sense of OwnershipJohn Jordan: Create a Sense of Ownership

Many talented people work for smaller businesses because they do not

want the corporate lifestyle and do not feel the need to climb the ladder.

That is not to say that they are not ambitious, but that ambition takes

different forms and can be satisfied in creative ways. Create a sense of

ownership for managers. Being in charge of a new product line or creating

an opportunity for them to control a semiautonomous business unit within

the company to satiate entrepreneurial desires and base compensation on

their success. This strategy has worked successfully at Jordan.

John Jordan is chief executive officer of Sonoma County's Jordan Winery, a

digital wine-list entrepreneur and founder of the John Jordan Foundation.

Mary Liz Curtin: Pay Well and Keep the Job SatisfyingMary Liz Curtin: Pay Well and Keep the Job Satisfying

Any company is run by a team, not just the person with the top title.

Everybody, from the manager to those working the line, writing the code or

running the registers, needs to be appreciated, compensated and

acknowledged for his or her contributions, large and small. Executives are

no different. Retaining top talent is a combination of paying well and

keeping the job challenging and satisfying.
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The chances of ascending to the very top are small, no matter who you are

or where you work, but in a family business the problem is more than not

getting the top job: The biggest issue is not that one loses the promotion

but that the kid with the family name may not be qualified or have a sense

of unearned entitlement. To keep your executives happy, any promotion

must be deserved, all employees must be respected, and anyone related to

the boss should work harder than everyone else.

It isn't always easy for the family, either, by the way. In a family shop, just

being in line doesn't necessarily mean you will get the top job, as Prince

Charles can tell you.

Mary Liz Curtin (@marylizcurtin) is the owner of Leon & Lulu, a

destination lifestyle store in Detroit.

Sharon Hadary: Set Executive Expectations From the BeginningSharon Hadary: Set Executive Expectations From the Beginning
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Keeping nonfamily top executives at family-owned firms motivated begins

with the hiring process. Whether these top executives were hired early in

their career and have advanced through the ranks or hired directly into

senior positions, two key considerations in evaluating their potential for

the company must be: that the individual's values align with the company's

values and that they understand and are supportive of the idiosyncrasies of

a family-owned and run business.

Be honest with high-performing executives. If the succession plan is to pass

the company from mother or father to daughter or son, top executives

should know that.

Make high-performing nonfamily executives feel valued and respected.

Create shared values, vision and goals. Give them substantive authority and

leadership opportunities. Build on their strengths, especially those that

complement and supplement the owner's strengths. Move them into key

positions such as COO, CFO or vice president of operations.

Take time to discuss with each executive their goals and aspirations. Look

for ways for them to fulfill these as part of their role at the company.

Create a senior executive board that sits with the owner-president and

participates in management decisions. This gives them the opportunity to

influence the overall management of the company and provides the owner-

president the benefit of their experience and insights.

If the bylaws permit and the family agrees, create executive compensation

packages that include ownership options.

Should a senior executive choose to leave for other opportunities, celebrate

her or his success.

Sharon Hadary (@hadaryco) is the founding and former executive director

of the Center for Women's Business Research, an adjunct professor in the

Doctorate of Management Program at the University of Maryland

University College and has co-written a new book, "How Women Lead: The
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8 Essential Strategies Successful Women Know."

Richard Duncan: Stay Involved in OperationsRichard Duncan: Stay Involved in Operations

When your top executives are appreciated at every level of the company,

from management to laborers, they feel like part of the family regardless of

who owns the business. Owners must stay intimately involved with the

operations of the company executives and keep them included in the

numbers. When executives see how hard you are working and how much

you are risking on their livelihood and the company, they have greater

respect for their place on the ladder. Top executives will appreciate, respect

and remain loyal to the family business when they can be involved in what

business owners do as part of the success for their future. This applies

whether they will one day own the company or simply continue to

effectively manage it. It is important they feel valued and challenged to

succeed for the company and the good of all the employees, themselves

included.

Richard Duncan is the president of Rich Duncan Construction in Salem, Ore.


